
Ed Ing Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

While they admit that the government of the ______________ States is
destitute of energy, they contend against conferring upon it those powers
which are requisite to supply that energy.

1.

(united/uniting)

United

Few and brief as these occasions were, I was ______________ to find in
her a tone and manner quite different from anything I had ever met before.
2.

(delighted/delighting)

delighted

The Buck ate as he had never eaten before, and it was ______________
to see how rapidly he picked up, and how much he gained before Christmas.
3.

(astonished/astonishing)

astonishing

The entire group is of characteristic Philadelphia brick construction,
delightfully mellowed by age, with marble and white- ______________ wood
trim.

4.

(painted/painting)
painted

It is not ______________ that a profession which inevitably leads to such
things should have excited scruples among many good men.
5.

(surprised/surprising)

surprising

The contractors found themselves unable to make good their promises, in
face of panics on the stock market in England, and in the ______________
year Howe's original policy was sanctioned.

6.

(followed/following)
following

In the mean time, there have arrived for us in different ports of the
______________ States, ten boxes of books, from Paris, seven from London,
and from Germany I know not how many; in all, perhaps, about twenty-five
boxes.

7.

(united/uniting)

United

Being assured of his prospects, he reappeared with his pale, bright-
______________ wife and little daughter the very next day but one.
8.

(eyed/eyeing)
eyed

I was very much ______________ at this, for two reasons.9.
(surprised/surprising)

surprised
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The dark eyes dropped; he was ______________ to see a deep,
embarrassed flush spread over her cheeks.
10.

(amazed/amazing)
amazed

It would be ______________ to ascertain what there was in the state of
public affairs in the spring of 1713, which created this enthusiasm.
11.

(interested/interesting)

interesting

Now he held Gertrude in his arms, and was ______________ to find that
he was perfectly calm and composed.
12.

(amazed/amazing)
amazed

Her demeanour was stately; complexion, very white; stature, middle-
______________; the look of her eyes gentle and modest.
13.

(sized/sizing)sized

In every part of the ______________ States, the declarations of their
constituents attested the regrets with which this event was contemplated by
them.

14.

(united/uniting)

United

It was ______________ to see the number of Yankee canteens in the
possession of our men.
15.

(astonished/astonishing)
astonishing

After the native Neapolitans, dark- ______________ and swarthy, there
were countless Greeks and Saracens of somewhat fairer hue, and over them
all were the fierce Normans, strangers from a northern clime, who were
lording it in most masterful fashion.

16.

(eyed/eyeing)

eyed

It's very nice, but I'm ______________ of it.17. (tired/tiring)tired

Still they were very much ______________ with his general conversation.18.
(pleased/pleasing)

pleased

Applying his nose to the crack of the door, he finally became
______________ that it came from his room.
19.

(convinced/convincing)convinced

It is ______________ to note that of the several libraries enumerated by
Evelyn three have become, partly or wholly, public property.
20.

(interested/interesting)

interesting
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